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This guide has been developed to outline how technology 
can assist with best practice safety measures for vehicles in 
and around the worksite, and on the road.  

The guide is broken into three sections:
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Training, Coaching and Driver Behaviour 

Vehicle Care 

Environment and On the Road
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Training, Coaching and Driver Behaviour 
As the person with the most agency over what happens with a vehicle in 
any particular situation, drivers are the primary gatekeepers of vehicle and 
pedestrian safety. It is the responsibility of an organisation to ensure that 
their drivers are meeting the highest safety standards possible.  

There are a number of steps that can be completed to help to increase driver 
safety, including using tools and systems to help modify driver behaviour as 
well as training and coaching. Both available and emerging technologies can 
help to make this easier in a number of ways.  

USING DIGITAL CHECKLISTS 
Digital checklists are a great tool for drivers to ensure that they are 
adhering to the highest safety standards. They can be used by drivers in 
different formats including both pre- and post-trip vehicle checks, known as 
a Driver Vehicle Inspection Report (DVIR), as well as for customised pre-trip 
personal safety checks. 

When completing a DVIR checklist, drivers check mechanical and safety 
issues on their vehicle and ensure that everything is working as it is 
supposed to. Digital checklists have several advantages over traditional 
paper vehicle inspection reports, such as visibility for management on how 
much time drivers spend completing them – ensuring that checklists have 
been done properly and not just quickly skipped over. As well as this they are 
generally easier for drivers to fill out resulting in a higher level of accuracy. 
If there are any errors in the completion of the checklist, management is 
immediately notified by email. 
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Drivers can also provide a photo of an issue which gets sent straight to 
your maintenance team. This provides more detail of the issue than a paper 
report and gives maintenance wider context on issues such as tyre wear. 
This information can then be used for preventive maintenance, fixing things 
like alignment issues before they happen, and avoiding accident-prone break 
down situations on the side of the road. 

Using a DVIR also allows you to keep a record of end-to-end maintenance 
on all of your vehicles. This lets you know when upcoming maintenance is 
scheduled, or if any maintenance is overdue. If a driver flags an issue when 
they are completing a report, it is immediately sent to your maintenance 
team allowing them to schedule repairs as soon as possible. When the 
repairs are complete, the driver is notified, allowing them to check that it is 
fixed properly, and rounding off a feedback loop that ensures the highest 
safety standards for your vehicles. As well as this, if an issue is considered 
serious, a vehicle can be automatically deemed unsafe to drive until it is 
resolved, reducing the chance of any incidents. 

DVIRs also allow you to customise your checklists to ensure that every 
vehicle in your fleet is specifically catered for to meet their needs. Forms 
can include prefilled fields, drop downs, buttons, signature capture, photo 
capture, check boxes and more. Not only is this great for meeting legal 
requirements, but you can also use it to create personal safety checks for 
your drivers. These can cover things like wearing the proper clothing and 
ensuring they have the correct signage on board to maximise safety around 
pedestrians, the worksite, or any other situation they may find themselves in. 
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ENHANCE YOUR COACHING 
Driver safety coaching programs are a great way to increase safety levels, 
and a good way to keep safety information fresh in a driver’s mind regardless 
of how experienced they are.  

In-cab cameras have a number of benefits that can elevate your safety 
coaching program. Firstly, they allow live streaming while a driver is on the 
road, giving you the experience of being there in the cab with them in real 
time. This lets you assess drivers’ skills and areas where they may need 
further coaching and encourage safe driving by using personalised real-time 
coaching and feedback.  

As managers can do all their ride-alongs virtually from their desk, they are 
able to coach multiple drivers in a short period of time. This makes it a lot 
easier to ensure that all your drivers get the same high level of training and 
meet the same high safety standards. 

If an incident occurs, in-cab cameras allow you to replay the events 
surrounding it at a later date, allowing you to get to the bottom of what 
happened. On a single screen you can see factors such as speed, left or right 
turning, brakes applied, G-forces, location, and more. This lets you see the 
true cause of what happened and take appropriate action to reduce the risk 
of such incidents happening again. It also helps with coaching as you can see 
which areas drivers need further coaching in.  
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POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT 
By using cameras with on-board accelerometers you can create systems 
to celebrate and reward good driving practices. Driver Scoring or other 
gamification techniques are a good way to get drivers involved in this and 
help keep them safe on the road. 

Driver Scoring gives drivers points whenever a harsh driving event occurs, 
picked up by the on-board accelerometer and reviewed using cameras. 
Different events are weighted with points depending on severity, which is 
customisable by management. These events can be things such as harsh 
cornering, braking and acceleration. What defines ‘harsh’ is also adjustable 
dependent on whether a truck is loaded or not.  

The aim for drivers is to get as few points as possible and rewards can 
be given out to the drivers with the best scores to encourage this. Driver 
Scoring can also be combined with other gamification challenges such as 
days or kms without incident, or rewards for instances of good defensive 
driving.  
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ELECTRONIC WORK DIARIES AND FATIGUE MANAGEMENT 
Tired, overworked drivers are a leading cause of incidents within the 
construction industry. National work diaries have been a long-time legal 
requirement in place to manage how many hours drivers work and to 
mitigate fatigue, and they’re now being replaced by electronic work diaries 
(EWDs). The main benefits of using an EWD over a traditional paper diary is 
that they are easier to use and impossible to cheat, which makes them more 
accurate, and ultimately safer.  

EWDs start recording when the driver logs in, with automated prompts 
for rest and end of driving. Using easy-to-read on-screen charts, the 
EWD tells them how much time they have until their next work or rest 
time is scheduled, and notifications can be set up to remind drivers ahead 
of time. As EWDs are easy to use, less mistakes are made, resulting in 
drivers receiving the correct amount of rest, keeping them alert and safe 
on the roads. EWDs can be set to lock while driving, removing a potential 
distraction, and keeping drivers focused on the road. 
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Vehicle Care  
No matter how well trained your drivers are, you are going to run into 
problems if your vehicles are not regularly maintained and kept up to scratch 
safety wise. Every part of your vehicles’ mechanical systems can have an 
effect on what happens during an on-road incident, and a well-maintained 
vehicle is less likely to break down on the side of the road, avoiding a 
hazardous situation. Technology can assist in keeping your vehicles safely 
maintained in a number of ways.  

FAULT CODES 
A truck’s onboard diagnostics system will display a fault code to alert you 
when the truck has a malfunction. Different codes represent different 
issues, and these are usually displayed on the instrument panel as a warning 
light. Awareness and recording of these fault codes is crucial for the 
maintenance and safety of your fleet. 

Fault code recording can be automated by your telematics system via a fleet 
management interface so your maintenance team can see them immediately 
and action any necessary repairs. These alerts are customisable and can 
send additional information such as description, the duration of the fault, 
RPM, speed and more. 

By utilising custom settings, if fault codes are urgent, they can be sent with 
a high priority to your maintenance provider or internal maintenance team 
to better manage the prioritisation of jobs. Sending lower-level fault codes 
that do not require urgent maintenance also acts as helpful data to build an 
overall picture of fleet health and assist in planning a holistic maintenance 
schedule. 
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HARSH EVENTS AND THE IMPACT THEY CAN HAVE  
ON YOUR VEHICLES 
Harsh events, such as heavy braking, rapid acceleration and speeding have 
harmful effects on the mechanical health of your vehicles, wearing them 
down over time and rendering them unsafe. For example, harsh braking 
wears down brake pads faster and can cause front-end alignment issues 
while harsh cornering can affect stability systems.  

Driver monitoring tools, such as in-cab cameras, help to reduce harsh 
events by allowing you to review driver behaviour and assess where 
further training and coaching is needed, reducing the chances of the event 
happening again. You can also use the cameras for in-cab feedback, doing 
virtual ride-alongs with drivers in real time to support your coaching efforts.  

Driver Scoring is another way that cameras can be used to reduce the 
number of harsh events on your vehicles. By allocating points to different 
harsh events, you create a gamification system where drivers are rewarded 
for the lowest total score. This has the added benefits of increasing staff 
morale and letting you see the areas where certain drivers need extra 
coaching.   
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USING DVIR CHECKLISTS TO KEEP YOUR VEHICLES SAFE 
Keeping track of all of your vehicles’ maintenance needs can be difficult 
when running a large fleet, requiring a lot of time and organisation. Custom 
digital checklists, known as DVIRS, make it easy to manage even the largest 
fleets and their maintenance needs, keeping them safe and on the road.  

Using a DVIR drivers can perform pre- and post-trip checks on their 
vehicles, and any issues that arise are flagged and sent immediately to 
your maintenance team. Mechanics can then log onto the system, see what 
repairs are required and then perform them. The next time a driver logs in 
to the system, they can see the issue has been repaired, who repaired it, 
and validate that the repair took place correctly, completing the circle of 
responsibility and ensuring that your vehicles are kept to the highest safety 
standards.  

HYDRAULIC SENSORS FOR PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE 
Sensors that monitor the temperature, pressure, and fluid contamination 
of the hydraulics on concrete mixers allow for preventative maintenance. 
This means you can monitor trends around these issues and develop a 
maintenance schedule for your hydraulics, a crucial and expensive part of 
the vehicle. Done properly this avoids waiting for a fault in your hydraulics 
before fixing them, allowing you to keep your trucks on the road longer and 
avoiding hazard prone break down situations.  
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Environment and On the Road 
There are a number of tools available that can assist drivers to be safe while 
they are on the road or in worksite environments. 

AI CAMERAS 
AI cameras work in two major ways to increase safety on the road and 
around pedestrians - driver monitoring and road monitoring.  

Driver monitoring cameras detect signs of fatigue and distraction in a 
driver’s face as well as monitoring the interior of the vehicle to see whether 
seatbelts or glasses are being worn, drivers are on the phone or other 
potentially hazardous behaviour.  

Road monitoring cameras detect hazards on the road around a vehicle, 
essentially acting as a second pair of eyes for the driver. They can pick up 
on hazards in driver’s blind spots, warn of potential front or rear collisions, 
lane departures, and alert drivers to pedestrians or cyclists on the road and 
more.  

HAZARD ALERTS 
When both road and driver monitoring cameras detect a hazard, they create 
a hazard alert. These serve two purposes - firstly, they warn the driver of a 
potential hazard with an alarm or voice recording, with the aim of preventing 
an incident from happening.  

A report is also immediately sent to fleet management with additional 
information such as speed, RPM and location at the time of the alert. These 
reports are helpful for driver coaching, allowing management to see areas 
requiring further driver training and turning them into safer drivers in the 
long term. 
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G-FORCE TRIGGERING FOR PREVENTION & COACHING 
When used in conjunction with an on-board accelerometer, AI cameras 
become part of the vehicle. Harsh events such as acceleration, braking and 
cornering are picked up using G-Force tracking and combined with data 
from a 3-axis accelerometer which monitors vertical, forward and lateral 
movements. This is then overlayed with footage from the camera to provide 
a complete picture of any incident.  

When these events occur, they also create hazard alerts which serve to warn 
drivers and prevent incidents, as well as notifying management for coaching 
and corrective purposes. The camera replay can also act to exonerate drivers 
of any wrongdoing, such as when a driver had to break harshly in an act of 
defensive driving to avoid a pedestrian.  

ROUTING AND NAVIGATION 
Planning the best route for your fleet is about more than just efficiency. 
Choosing the correct route can also help to keep your drivers and other 
road users safe.  

Fleet management software allows you to choose your routing based on 
factors such as the height, weight and load type of your truck to ensure 
compliance with the roads that you are travelling on, reducing the risk of 
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an incident taking place.  As well as this, managers are able to see heavy 
traffic or road accident information in real time and alert drivers so they can 
avoid these areas, again reducing the chance of any incidents. Integrating an 
overlay of weather conditions allows you to avoid potential hazards such as 
heavy wind or ice in real time.  

To minimise driver interaction with in-cab tablets, a combination of 
telematics, electronics and job site ticket integration can provide automatic 
navigation plotting. By not having to program in any navigation settings 
drivers can remain focused on the roads, helping them stay safe as possible 
at all times. Settings can also be applied so that as soon as a driver is going 
over a certain speed, the screen will lock, and they are unable to interact 
with it.  

ELECTRONIC TICKETS 
Where conventional paper job tickets give drivers a limited amount of 
information and cannot be updated once a driver is on the road, electronic 
tickets can be updated at any time and have the ability to contain much 
more information. This includes GPS coordinates (particularly helpful when 
working on new sites with unnamed roads), site entry information, hazard 
information and more. All of this information can be dynamically updated by 
staff, including the first person to a work site in the morning who has eyes on 
the ground and can identify any new hazards, alerting everyone else who is 
coming to the site that day.  
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PUSH-TO-TALK INTEGRATIONS 
Push-to-talk technology mimics traditional two-way communication with 
modern benefits. These include extended geographical range and a clearer 
audio experience for both dispatch and driver with amplified speakers, 
helpful for keeping drivers’ eyes fixed on the road.  

Dynamic voice channels can also be created to include all the of trucks on 
one job, allowing the truck in front to easily warn any following trucks of any 
unforeseen hazards in the site.  

DISPATCH MONITORING  
Dispatch monitoring tools show a full list of drivers in a fleet in ‘fatigue view’. 
Updated in real time, it lets dispatchers see how many hours a driver has 
worked in a given period, and how many hours they have available in the 
upcoming days. This allows planning around which drivers are available to 
work safely and keep fatigued drivers off the road.  

To find out more about how Coretex can help you with safety solutions visit coretex.com/construction 

http://coretex.com/construction

